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 ON TOTALLY SUPERCOMPACT GRAPHS
 By P. ERDÖS, M. SIMONOVITS, VERA T. SÓS
 Mathematical Institute of The Hungarian Academy of Sciences
 and
 S. B. RAO
 Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta
 SUMMARY. A graph is said to be totally supercompact , if for any two vertices x and y there
 is a vertex z £ x,y joined to one of them but not to the other. In this paper, (i) three problems of
 Chia and Lim [4], (problems 4,5,6, pp. 324-325) on totally supercompact selfcomplementary graphs
 are solved; (ii) we determine the maximum number of edges /(n, p) in a totally supercompact graph
 of order n without Kp , solving a problem of Hoffman [12]. (We also solve a generalization of this
 problem for so-called k- asymmetrical graphs.)
 1. Introduction
 All graphs considered in this paper are finite and have neither loops nor multiple
 edges. For a graph G, we shall denote by E{G) and V{G) the set of edges and the
 set of vertices, respectively. We shall also admit the "null" graph (without vertices
 and edges), denoted by 0. For graph theoretic definitions and notation not given
 here the reader is referred to Bondy and Murty [3].
 Definition 1 : A graph is said to be totally supercompact , if for any two vertices
 x and y there is a vertex z ^ x, y joined to one of them but not to the other.
 Since the basic concept of this paper is totally supercompactness, we give an
 alternative definition as well.
 Two vertices, x and y, of the graph G are called symmetrical if they are joined
 to exactly the same vertices of G - x - y.
 Definition l' : A graph G is totally supercompact if it has no pairs of symmet-
 rical vertices.
 Remark : Clearly, the definition of symmetry yields an equivalence relation. A
 graph Gn is totally supercompact iff each equivalence class is just a vertex. However,
 if we select one vertex from each equivalence class, we get a graph G' which is not
 necessarily totally supercompact. E. g., selecting one vertex from each equivalence
 class of Kd(n l, • • • , n d ) we get a Kd which is not totally supercompact.
 Remark : Most graphs are totally supercompact. Moreover, if we take a random
 graph Rn with edge probability p > (1 + 0^1"^ » ^en - as proved by Erdös and
 Rényi [7], - the probability that Rn will have symmetries tends to 0, and if we delete
 any vertex of Rn , the probability that the remaining Gn - x will have symmetrical
 vertices (or symmetries at all) also tends to 0.
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 Beside the random graphs let us see a few concrete examples. The path Pn
 (n > 3) or the cycle Cn (n > 4) are totally supercompact. By the way, Gnis a fairly
 symmetrical graph. The ¿-dimensional cube is also fairly symmetrical, still it is
 totally supercompact. Kd(nit • • • ,n<i), the complete d-partite graph is not totally
 supercompact.
 In Lim [13] it has been shown that a graph is supercompact iff it is the intersec-
 tion graph of some family S of subsets of X such that S satisfies the Helly property,
 and for any x, y G X, x ^ y there exists an S € S with x £ S and y £ S. Lim 's work
 was motivated by the work of de Groot [10], who introduced the graph theoretical
 representation of topological spaces. In [18,19] it was remarked that these concepts
 play an important role in certain works on empirical logic.
 The complement G of a graph G is the graph with V ( G ) = V (G) and
 E{G) = {uv : u, v G V(G), u ^ v and uv £ E(G)}.
 A graph G is said to be s elf complementary, if G is isomorphic to G, G ~ G.
 If G is a selfcomplementary graph, then v(G) = 0 or 1 (mod 4), since (2) must
 be even; further any isomorphism a of G onto G is a permutation of a set V{G) and
 is referred to as a complementing permutation of G. The set of all complementing
 permutations of G will be denoted by C(G).
 Now we define three graphs U, W and Z being on the one hand illustrations
 to the definitions of this paper, on the other hand some building blocks in our
 constructions to come.
 Let U be the graph in Figure 1, i.e., the graph on 5 vertices a,6,c, d, e, with
 E(U) = {(a,b),(b>c))(b,d),(a,dUd,e)}.
 abc
 U :
 d e
 Figure 1
 de}
 W:
 c b a
 Figure 2
 d S
 1 ^ *
 Z'. Nv
 c 6
 Figure 3
 It is totally supercompact and selfcomplementary. Let W be the graph in Figure
 2, i.e., the graph on 6 vertices a, 6, c, d, e, /, where
 E{W) = {(a, 6), (6, c), (c, cQ, (rf, «>, (e, /), (6, d), (6, «)}.
 It is totally supercompact but not selfcomplementary. Let Z be the graph in
 Figure 3, i.e. the graph on the 4 vertices 6, c, d, /, where
 E(Z) = {(b,c),(c,d),(d,a)}.
 It is neither totally supercompact, nor selfcomplementary.
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 The first part of the paper investigates the "extension properties" of the selfcom-
 plementary totally supercompact graphs. First we investigate the basic properties
 of three operations G* , G° and Go to be defined below.
 Given a graph G, let
 G* = {v e V(G) : G - v is totally supercompact} •••(!)
 Also G* will denote the subgraph of G induced by the corresponding vertices.
 There are quite a few results on the structure of totally supercompact, selfcom-
 plementary graphs, e.g. [18,19], [5], [9]. We mention just one result of Geoffroy [9],
 partly motivating some results of ours as well.
 Theorem (Geoffroy) : For any graph H there exists a connected , totally super-
 compact graph G for which G * = H .
 We shall need the following
 Proposition 1 : If G is a s elf complement ary graph and a G C(G) is a comple-
 menting permutation , then G * is also s elf complementary and invariant under a.
 Proof : Trivial and also will follow from the proof of Proposition 2 below.
 The problems of Chia and Lim, formulated below ([4]), ask if one can deduce
 some information on the structure of G, knowing the structure of G* .
 Problem A : Let G be a totally supercompact graph. Suppose G* is selfcomple-
 mentary and totally supercompact. Must G be self complementary, too ?
 The answer is NO:
 Theorem A : There exist infinitely many totally supercompact nonself comple-
 mentary graphs G for which G * is self complementary. Moreover, for every totally
 supercompact selfcomplementary graph H there exist infinitely many totally super-
 compact but not selfcomplementary graphs G with G* = H .
 Problem B : Let H be a selfcomplementary graph. Does there exist a selfcom-
 plementary totally supercompact G such that G* = HI
 Here the answer is YES:
 Theorem B : If H is a selfcomplementary graph, then there exist infinitely many
 totally supercompact selfcomplementary graphs G for which G* ~ H .
 One can unify Theorems A and B by saying
 Theorem AB : For every selfcomplementary H there exist infinitely many self-
 complementary totally supercompact graphs G with G * = H, and at the same time
 infinitely many nonselfcomplemeniary totally supercompact graphs G with G* = H ,
 and infinitely many nonselfcomplemeniary and not totally supercompact graphs G
 with G* = H.
 For the next problem we need some more definitions. A non-null graph G is
 said to be vertex- distinguishing or supercompact if distinct adjacent vertices cannot
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 be symmetrical, (though nonadjacent pairs are allowed to be symmetrical). On the
 other hand, G is said to be vertex- determining if distinct nonadjacent vertices cannot
 be symmetrical. Clearly, G is vertex-distinguishing iff G is vertex-determining. Let
 Go = {t> G V(G) : G - v is vertex-distinguishing }; . . . (2)
 Go = {v G V{G) : G - v is vertex-determining }. . . . (3)
 Again, G° and Go will also denote the subgraphs of G induced by the corresponding
 vertices.
 Examples : If G' = Pa is the path of 4 vertices, then G' is a totally supercom-
 paci selfcomplementary graph and G' = 0. For G2 = U of Figure 1, U* = K' is
 just a vertex. For G3 = C5, i.e. for a pentagon graph, G?¡ = G3. These graphs are
 selfcomplementary, whereas the graph W of Figure 2 is not selfcomplementary but
 is a totally supercompact graph with W* = /<2, and W° ~ Wq.
Proposition 2 : If G is totally supercompact selfcomplementary graph , then Go -
 G°.
 Proof of Proposition 2 : Assume that G is selfcomplementary, with a comple-
 menting permutation a. Then this a (extended to the edges as well) will send Go
 onto G° and conversely. Hence for any selfcomplementary graph Go - G°ē Further,
 since G* = GoHG0, for a selfcomplementary graph G in such a case G* is invariant
 under a and is also a selfcomplementary graph (possibly null). □
 Problem C: Let G be a totally supercompact graph. If Go ~ G° , or, equiva-
 - 0
 lently, G ~ Go, then would G be selfcomplementary ?
 The answer is again NO:
 Theorem C : There exist infinitely many totally supercompact nonselfcomple-
 mentary graphs G such that Go ~ G°.
 Remark : Roughly, all these results show that given some reasonable properties
 of a small graph G* in terms of selfcomplementedness and supercompactness, etc.,
 this small graph can be extended in many ways, fairly easily, so that the large graph
 G satisfies some conditions, but not the others.
 The following problem posed by Hoffman [12] differs from the previous ones in
 style: it is an extremal problem and selfcomplementedness is not involved here.
 Problem D: Let n and p be fixed. Find the maximum number f(n,p) of edges
 in a supercompact graph of n vertices, not containing the complete graph Kp.
 In Section 3 we shall solve the problem of Hoffman on f{n,p) and a generaliza-
 tion of it as well. These are, of course, perturbation problems related to Turan's
 Theorem.
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 2. Proofs of Theorems A-C
 To prove Theorems A-C, we shall need the following
 Definition 2 : The lexicographic product G 0 T of a non-null graph G with a
 family
 ? - {Gx : X G V(G)}
 (indexed by the vertices of G ) is the graph obtained from G by substituting each
 vertex x G V{G) by the graph GXi and joining every vertex of Gx to every vertex
 of Gy (respectively no pairs u,v : u G V(GX), v G V(Gy)) depending on whether
 xy is an edge or not.
 More formally, G 0 T is the graph defined by
 V(G ®E) = |J{{x} x V{GX) : s e V(G)},
 E{G@T) = {((xi,yi)(z2,y2)) : (xi,x2) e E(G) or xi = x2 and (yi,y2) € E(GXl)}.
 If Gx - $ for every x G Vq Ç V and T = {Gx : x G V(G) - Vo}, then for
 Vļ = V(G) - Vq clearly, G @ T ~ G(V i) © T', - where G(A) is the subgraph of G
 induced by A. Below we shall always assume that none of the graphs Gx = 0.
 Definition 3 was introduced by G. Sabidussi [15], called X-join of a graph family
 and used - e.g. in [9] - to study the structure of totally supercompact graphs.
 Below we shall formulate and prove a few easy lemmas, all of which have the
 same idea:
 Assume that G and H are given graphs and we replace each vertex of G either by
 H or by K' (where replacing by a K' means that we leave those vertices untouched):
 f H if x G Ao
 { Kl if x £ Xq
 Then the symmetry and selfcomplementedness properties of the G^T can imme-
 diately be seen from the symmetry and selfcomplementedness properties of G and
 H.
 Below, in our lemmas and proofs the one- vertex graph K' will be considered
 as a totally supercompact, selfcomplemented graph without isolated vertices and
 vertices of full degree (!!!).
 Lemma 1 : (a) If G is a s elf complement ary non-null graph and T - {Gx : x G
 V(G )} is a family of non-null graphs where none of the graphs Gx and Gx contains
 isolated vertices, and a G C(G) and Gx ^ G<j(r) for every x G V{G), then G®T is
 a s elf comp lenient ary graph, (b) In particular, if Gx H for every x G V(G) where
 II is a s elf complement ary graph, then (?0f is a self complementary graph.
 Remark : Obviously, selfcomplementary graphs cannot have isolated vertices,
 neither vertices of full degree.
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 Proof of Lemma 1 : Clearly, G ® T - G 0 X, where f = {Gx : x € V(G) =
 V(G)}. Let a € G(G) and tx : Gx - ♦ Ga(x) be an isomorphism, x € V (G). Define
 E:V(G&f) - VIGI)?)
 = V(G®f),
 by £(x,y) = (<r(x),rx(y)).
 It is easy to check that E £ C(G 0 !F) and consequently G © T is a selfcomple-
 mentary graph, proving Lemma 1. □
 Lemma 2: If G is a non-null graph and T = {Gx ' x £ V'(G)} is a family
 of non-null graphs where none of the graphs Gx and Gx contains isolated vertices ,
 then G© T is totally supercompact iff each Gx(x £ V(G)) is totally supercompact
 and for any pair of vertices satisfying v(Gx) = 1, v(Gy) = 1, x ^ y, x and y
 are asymmetric.
 r
 Corollary 1 : There exist infinitely many totally supercompact s elf complemen-
 tary graphs with n = 1 (mod 4) vertices.
 Proof of Corollary 1 : Define recursively the following infinite sequence: =
 C5, the cycle of order 5, and for n = 5fc, k > 1, let Hn be the lexicographic product
 of Hn/ 5 and C5, more precisely,
 Hn = #n/5 © {Gr},
 where Gx ~ C$ for every x. By Lemma 1 Hk is selfcomplementary and by Lemma
 2 it is totally supercompact. □
 Remark: We can prove Corollary 1 also by using random graph methods.
 Corollary 2 : There exist infinitely many totally supercompact selfcomplemen-
 tary graphs G with G* = K', on n = 1 (mod 4) vertices.
 Proof of Corollary 2 : Let H be an arbitrary totally supercompact selfcomple-
 mentary graph. Using the lexicographical product method replace all but one of its
 vertices by P4, the path on 4 vertices; replace one of its vertices by U of Figure 1.
 Clearly, for the obtained G we have G* = K'. □
 Lemma 3: If G is a non-null graph and T = (Gx : x £ V(G)} is a family
 of non-null graphs where none of the graphs Gx and Gx contains isolated vertices,
 then
 (i) G©P is verier -distinguishing (resp. vertex determining) iff (a) each Gx is
 vertex- distinguishing (resp. vertex-determining ), and (b) no pair x, y of vertices of
 full or null-degree an symmetric.
 (ii) Let
 Po = {(G,)o : * € V(G)}
 and
 = {(Gx)0 : x € V(G)}
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 and
 r = {{Gxy-.xtV{G)}.
 If G © T is totally supercompact, then
 (a) ( G 0 T)0 = G 0 To, whenever for no x G V(G) have both Gx - y with
 y € (Gx) o fall degree vertices',
 (b) (C0f)° = G®T°, whenever for no x G V(G) have both Gx and Gx - y
 with y G (GĻ)° isolated vertices',
 (c) (G®T)* =G®T*, if both (a) and (b) hold.
 The proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are straightforward applications of the
 definitions of Hq,H°, and H * for a graph H and are omitted. □
 Proof of Theorem A : Let H be any totally supercompact non-null selfcomple-
 mentary graph, U be the graph of Figure 1, or more generally, let U be an arbitrary
 totally supercompact, selfcomplementary graph with U* = K',v = v(U) = 4k -f 1
 for some k > 1. (Among others, the graphs of Corollary 2 will do.) Such graphs
 have 5(2) = 4¿2 + k edges. Let x,y be fixed nonadjacent distinct vertices of H
 such that dn(x) -f dn (y) ^ v(H) + 2k-l. For example either z , a(z) or <r(z), cr2(z)
 will do for any a G C(H) provided z ^ <7(2 :). Define T = T = {Gw : w G V (H)}
 where Gx ~ Gy ' ~ U and Gw = I<', for every w G v(H) - {x, y}. Then by
 Lemma 2, G = H ® J7 is & totally supercompact graph and by Lemma 3(i),
 G* = (H 0 T)* ~ H is a selfcomplementary graph. We have to prove that G
 is not selfcomplementary. Clearly u(G) = v + 8k. Since x and y are nonadjacent,
 therefore e(G) - e(H) = 4 k(dn(x) + dn(y)) + 8 k2 H- 2k. If now G is a selfcomple-
 mentary graph, then
 -m- - c(f '))■ ■ kc +.")- - 0)'
 Therefore
 e(G) - e(H) = Ak(dH{x) + dH(y)) + 8*2 + 2k = 4kv + 16Jk2 - 2k,
 i.e. dn(x)+dH(y) = v+2k - ', a contradiction. Hence G is not a selfcomplementary
 graph. □
 Remark : We could prove Theorem A in various ways. One question here would
 be if we need to replace 2 or more vertices of H or replacing just one would do. If
 H is not regular, then it has a vertex x of degree d(x) / ^(v-h 1) and replacing this
 vertex by U would also do.
 Proof of Theorem B : Let U be as above : either U be the graph of Figure 1
 or any graph described in Corollary 2 : let U be selfcomplementary, totally super-
 compact, v(U) > 5 and v(U*) =■ 1. Define Th - {Gx : x G V(H)}, where for every
 X,(GX)* ^ U and G = H 0 Th- Then Gx is a totally supercompact selfcomple-
 mentary graph with ( Gx )* = K'. By Lemma 2, G is totally supercompact. It is
 trivially supercomplementary. Further, by Lemma 3(c), G* ~ H .
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 Proof of Theorem C: Let H be a totally supercompact selfcomplementary
 graph with v(H) = 1 (mod 4) (for example H may be taken as G ^ of Propo-
 sition 1) and a be a complementing permutation of H and u be a fixed point of a
 (see Rao [14] for several properties of cr and the existence of a fixed point in case
 v(H) = 1 (mod 4)). Let
 p W of Figure 2 if x = u
 I K i if*#«;
 and
 ?={Gx:xeV{H)}.
 Then G = H ©7* is a nonselfcomplementary graph since r(G) = 2 (mod 4). Further,
 by Lemma 2, G is totally supercompact. Also as
 / f Z of Figure 3 if x = u,
 (G')°=i K, Figure if «#„, x = u,
 and
 v f Z of Figure 3 if x = u,
 (Cr->" v = ' A"!
 it follows by Lemma 3(ii), that Go - G° under the complementing permutation
 cr. □
 3. The Extremal Problem : Determination of /(n,p)
 Given a graph L, the following problem is called the Turan type extremal prob-
 lem corresponding to L.
 What is the maximum number of edges a graph Gn can have without containing
 L as a (not necessarily induced) subgraph ?
 Turan proved» that if Tn>p is the graph obtained by partitioning n vertices into
 p classes as equally as possible, and joining two vertices iff they belong to different
 classes, then TUiP^i contains no Kp and has more edges than any other graph Gn
 on n vertices and not containing any I'p [21,22].
 (Here Kp <1. TniP- 1 is trivial.)
 Replacing Kp with an arbitrary "forbidden graph" L we get a general theory
 (see e.g. [3], [16]). The graphs having the maximum number of edges among the
 ones not containing L will be called extremal graphs for L, and the number of edges
 of TniP-i will be denoted by f(n,p- 1).
 Without trying to describe the general theory, we mention just one result needed
 below.
 Definition 3 : An edge e of a graph G will be called critical if x{L-e) = x(L) - 1.
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 Theorem ([17]) : Let L be an arbitrary p-chromatic graph with a cńtical edge
 e. Then for sufficiently large n, Tn>p-i is extremal for L and there are no other
 extremal graphs for the Turán type extremal problem of L.
 Given a property V such that TnfP- i does not have this property, we shall call
 periurbated Turan problem corresponding to V the following problem.
 Problem E: Let L be an arbitrary p-chromatic graph with a critical edge e.
 What is the maximum number of edges of a graph Gn having the property V and
 not containing L ?
 Given a graph L, we shall call Hoffman type extremal problem the following
 "perturbated" Turan type extremal problem.
 Problem F : What is the maximum number of edges in a totally supercompact
 graph Gn not containing LI
 We can strengthen the notion of totally supercompact graphs and then generalize
 the above question.
 Definition 4 : A graph Gn is k-asymmetńcal if for any x,y E V{Gn)ì the sym-
 metric difference of N(x) and N(y) has at least k vertices.
 Remark : For any fixed k and n most graphs on n vertices are not only totally
 supercompact, but ¿-asymmetric. Moreover, if we fix an e > 0 and an rj > 0
 and take a random graph Rn with edge probability p > (1 -f- c)^ļp, then, - as
 proved by Erdös and Rényi [7] - almost surely, for any pair x, y of vertices of Rn
 we have |</V(x) fi N(y)' > p2n - rjn. This - applied also to the complementary
 graph - means that the random graphs are almost surely ¿-asymmetric for k =
 (p2 + (l -pf-m)n.
 Problem G : Given k and L , what is the maximum number of edges in a
 k-asymmetńcal graph Gn not containing LI
 For many L the extremal graphs of the Turán problem are already ¿-asymmetrical
 and in these cases they are also extremal for Problem G. Then Problem 'G is un-
 interesting. Without going into technical explanation we state that in some sense
 the most interesting case is, when the extremal graphs for the Turan type extremal
 problem (for L) are very symmetrical, and below we shall restrict our investiga-
 tions to the case when the extremal graph is just TUiP- 1- A necessary and sufficient
 condition for this is that L has a critical edge, [17], see above.
 Below we shall determine - with a small error term - the extremal number for
 Problem G in the case when L has a critical edge. We start with some constructions,
 yielding the lower bounds. Actually, in some cases we could determine the exact
 optimum: we shall prove that the optimal graph is obtained from a complete p-
 partite graph by deleting some edges, forming a subgraph Q.
 Before really giving these constructions, we give an informal description of theirs.
 Clearly, if we have a A'd(ni, . . . , n¿), with almost equal classes, and x and y belong
 to two different classes, then their neighbourhoods differ in at least cn vertices.
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 Therefore we may forget this case. Let now x and y belong to the same class. If we
 delete now the edges (x, t/i), . . . , (x, and ( y , vi ), . . . , (t/, t>¿) and all the u,-' s and
 Vj's are different, then these vertices will be 2- asymmetrical. However, if n^d > n,
 then we cannot delete those edges so that for any pair x, y the second endvertices of
 the deleted edges are different. But then we can delete those edges so that for any
 pair x, y the "missing" neighbourhoods intersect in at most one vertex (depending
 on the pair). For this we have to use finite geojnetrical constructions.
 Construction 1 : Let us delete a 1-factor Qn from T„iP_ i. (If n is odd, we allow
 one vertex to be isolated in Qn.) The resulting graph Zn will contain no L and
 there will be no symmetric pairs of vertices in it. This shows that if Sn is extremal
 for the Hoffman problem, then
 e(Sn) > t(n,p- 1) - ļn - 0(1).
 Construction 2 : Assume that d < p is fixed and n is large. We can delete a
 d-factor Q*n from TnjP_i so that the resulting graph be 2d- asymmetric. (If n is odd,
 we allow one vertex to be of degree d-f 1 in (J*.) This shows that if Sn is extremal
 for Problem G with k = 2d, then
 e(S„) > t(n,p - 1) - i¿n - 0(1).
 Construction 3 : Assume that d > p. One can delete a d-regular
 Qn* - TUiP- i with C4 (ļL <3**, so that the resulting graph is (2d - l)-asymmetric.
 (If n is odd, we allow o(n) vertices to be of degree d - 1 in Q„*). This shows that
 if Sn is extremal for Problem G with A: = 2d - 1, then
 e(S„) > t(n,P - 1) - id" - 0(1).
 Theorem D: If Sn is extremal for the Hoffman problem , i.e. Sn is totally su -
 percompact , then
 e(Sn) = t(n,p- 1) - in + 0(1).
 Theorem E : Ifk = | log n and Sn is extremal for the k- asymmetrical problem ,
 then x^n) < p- 1. Further, the graphs described in Constructions 1-3 are extremal
 upto an error term 0(1) or o(n) respectively. Thus, e.g., for k < 2p - 1,
 e(S„) > t{n,p- 1) - i i n + 0(1).
 Proof of Theorem E: (a) Let d(G„) denote the minimum degree in Gn>
 Andrasfài, Erdös and Sós [1] proved for Kp that if Kp £ Gn and x{Gn) ^
 then d(G„) < (l - p^)77-
 Soon Erdös and Simonovits [8] generalized the assertion to every L having a
 critical edge. In fact, they have shown that if L ^ Kp has chromatic number p and
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 e is a critical edge in L , then for every G„ not containing L and having chromatic
 number > p we have d(Gn) < (l - p^'/^)n-
 We shall need below only the somewhat weaker assertion that there exists a
 positive constant Cl such that
 *(G„)>p, LgGn
 imply d(G„ ) < (l - pr)n - CLn ■
 So take an arbitrary graph Gn not containing L and define
 vp := ļv 6 V(Gn) : d(v) < (l - ...(4)
 If t = 'vp' = o(n), then V{Gn) - Vp contains no vertices of degree < n -
 ? Ln + ^logn. Hence, by the Andràsfai-Erdós-Simonovits-T. Sós Theorem,
 x(Gn - Vp) < p - 1 therefore
 Hence
 <(G»> < 0 - ^rr) (" 2 ') + ' + < < ( (í ■ - » ■ - Cl.) + (J) , . . . (5)
 and therefore - as an easy calculation shows -
 e(Gn) < (l - - ) Q - ...(6)
 (b) By constructions 1-3, if Sn is extremal for the ¿-asymmetrical problem,
 then
 e(S„) > t(n,p- 1) - ^ | + 0(1).
 This and (6) immediately yield that t = Vp < ^ logn. Since V(Gn - Vp) < p - 1, we
 can partition V(Gn) into p classes Vi, . . . , Vp so that Ví, ... , Vp~' are independent
 sets of vertices and |VP| = 0(k).
 (c) Later we shall see that Vp = 0 for the extremal graph Sn. Now we give
 only an upper bound on e(Gn). This is the point where we shall really use that Sn
 is ¿-asymmetrical.
 We can partition the sets V¿ (i = l,...,p - 1) into < T = 2* < y/ñ subsets
 Vij according to the connections to Vp : two vertices x,y E belong to the same
 class Vij if N(x) CiVp = N(y) fl Vp. Let us call a pair (x, u) a 'missing edge' if x, u
 belong to different classes V¿, (i, h < p) and they are not joined in Sn. Then in
 each Vij there is at most one x incident to less than missing edge», indeed,
 if say, x,y E K; are both adjacent to < [~|] "missing edges" then since they are
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 joined to exactly the same vertices in V^-the size of the symmetrical difference of
 their neighbourhoods is < k, a contradiction. This implies that if M denotes the
 number of "missing edges" ,
 e<G»> < (' - ^r) (2) = M < (' - ?^ī) (2) - r' - in 5 +
 This shows that, if Zn is the graph of Constructions 2-3, then e(5,n) <
 e(Zn) - c' 'Vp'n < e(Sn), unless Vp = 0. Thus we proved that Vp = 0, or in
 other words, Sn is (p - l)-chromatic. This easily implies Theorems D and E. □
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